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FireCell.™ A Firearm Attachment for your Cellphone!

Double Clip-on Gun Cupholders Shoot Down Thirst!

Cellphone, wallet, keys, gun, change, briefcase, laptop--whew! Sometimes the
tools of your life can just get to be too much to carry around– that’s why this
potent gem is such a lifesaver. Instad of having to tote around your gun and
your cellphone, why not just tote around ONE item that did both?
That’s the thinking behind the FireCell™ cellphone firearm attachment. This
powerful, 8-shot, .45mm weapon simply plugs into the expansion slot on your
Nokia 350 series or Motorola 500 series phone and turns it into a compact
powerhouse with the stopping power you’d expect from much larger guns!
Firing is accomplished with the * and 8 keys, or the FireCell can be instructed
to discharge upon ring in place of the built-in vibrator.

Shooting is a thirsty business! But,
good gun safety dictates that you
should put your beverage down
before discharging your weapon.
So what’s a sportsman to do?

call now
for FREE
next-day
shipping!

GunGuzzle™ to the rescue. Gunguzzle™’s patented compressed-air-dampened beverage mounts
gurantee your drink will stay in its cup, no matter how much kickback your gun gives! Plus, there’s
two large-size cupholders! Shoot thirst in the face for good!

GunGuzzle™ Kit (2 cupholders, fits all guns)

FireCell™ Nokia 350 series
$129.99

$19.95

Time to Take off the Training Wheels:
the Safteyless Gun
You’re an adult. A capable gun owner. So why put up with the
ridiculous patronizing of a gun safety lockout? The Marshall NS45
is a modern, double-acting .45mm handun that dispenses with all
the insipid, demeaning saftey equipment– even the trigger guard!
Now you can enjoy shooting at its most free, easy and enjoyable.
Isn’t this what shooting was meant to be?

The only firearms with full Net Connectivity!
Today, if it’s not online, it’s nothing. The same goes for your
firearms. That’s why we offer the Krumman TCP-45 and TCP356– the only two handguns on the market today with builtin 10-base and 100-base T Ethernet connections!
Just plug in an ethernet cable from your office’s LAN and
bang! Your gun is on the net! Each gun receives its own
unique IP address and micro-web server, letting you control
all your gun’s functions, even discharging, remotely via the
web! Shooting has never been so wired!

Marshall NS45

Krumman TCP-45
Krumman TCP-356

$450.99
$350.99

There’s lots of good gunsights on the market today, but there’s only one
iScope™. iScope is the first all-digital gunsight that is also a full-featured
webcam with crisp 640x480 full motion video capability, as well as a 2.1
megapixel still image capture quality. Finally you can capture instant digital
images of exactly what you’re shooting with a pull of the trigger. Camera holds
up to 48 full-size images with included 32MB smartcard. Larger cards maybe
purchased for increased storage. When used with the Krumman TCP series, the
iScope is the perfect online targeting scope.
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Save Time with the Gun for People on the Go:
The Aimless Pistol
Point, aim, fire, point, aim, fire– when did shooting get to be so
much of a pain? We understand that you’re all busy people, with
lots of commitments and responsibilities, and sometimes it just
doesn’t seem possible to get all your shooting in. Enter the
Stanthorpe SP255. The SP255 is the first aimless gun– just point
it in the general direction of what you want to hit, and the SP255’s
three barrells and patented side-to-side cycling action will send
a spray of bullets over a 12 foot radius! Thanks to a special highdensity clip and amazing rapid-fire action, your days of ‘missing’
are far behind you. Get two for maximum coverage!

Combination Gunsight/Digital Camera

iScope™ Gunsight/Digicam

$389.95

$189.99

Stanthorpe SP255™

$279.95

